Easy Button Healing – For action takers that want amazing results, fast and easy!
This modality has you covered. It features three simple phrases programmed with high source energy to
clear out, bring in, and lock in place whatever you desire. It reverberates across all time, space,
dimensions, and realities of every nook and cranny of every molecule in existence. It scans all energy
bodies, all DNA strands, all lifetimes, all cords and connections, and anything else imaginable (or
unimaginable). It calls on your Higher Self and Future Self for additional guidance on how to get fast
results. You do not need to understand how it works for it to work. It just does – and it leaves nothing
unturned!
Once you have received an Easy Button Healing, you are automatically attuned to the energy, so you
have a quick and easy tool to use for yourself as needed. It is not necessary to repeat the phrase over
and over again as saying it one time will activate it and allow the energy to run as long as it needs to.

The Clearing Tool: “Let’s Clear That!”
When I say “Let’s Clear That!” the programmed healing and clearing energy activates for the issue being
addressed.
Examples:
“Everything in the way of me having ________, Let’s Clear That!”
“What is at the root of my ________ issue? Everything that is, Let’s Clear That!”

The Creation Tool: “Let’s Have That!”
When I say, “Let’s Have That!” the programmed manifestation pulling energy activates for the issue
being addressed.
Examples:
“More abundance in the form of ________, Let’s Have That!”
“My perfect ________ shows up for me now, Let’s Have That!”

The Updating Tool: “Reality Reset! Thank You!”
When I say, “Reality Reset!” or “Reality Reset! Thank You!” all the previous energy work is sealed into
your field. It resets your reality and gets everyone and everything connected to you updated to your
new vibration. This minimizes everyone, including loved ones, from feeling rattled by your quantum
shifts and feeling the need to test your boundaries every time you shift from energy work.

For more information and/or to share your awesome positive experiences with Easy Button Healing, you
can connect with Vera Mirna, the creator of Easy Button Healing, at veramirna.com.

